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A B S T R A C T   

Thermoregulation is a complex, dynamic process involving coordination between multiple autonomic, endo-
crine, and behavioral mechanisms. In the context of infection, this intricate machinery generates fever, a process 
believed to serve vital functions in the body’s defense against pathogens. In addition to increasing core tem-
perature, infection can lead to changes in the dynamic fluctuations in body temperature over time. The patterns 
of these deviations may convey information about the health of the body and the course of illness. Here, we 
utilized dynamic structural equation modeling to explore patterns of body temperature change following an 
experimental respiratory virus challenge in an aggregated, archival dataset of human participants (N = 1,412). 
We also examined whether temperature dynamics during infection were related to symptom severity, as well as 
individual differences in biomarkers of inflammation and stress. We found that individuals meeting the criteria 
for infection exhibited higher but less stable body temperatures over time compared to those not meeting criteria 
of infection. While temperature parameters did not reliably predict symptom severity, higher levels of nasal 
proinflammatory cytokines were associated with lower, more consistent temperatures during the study period. 
Further, levels of salivary cortisol and urinary catecholamines measured at the beginning of the study appeared 
to have disparate effects on temperature change. In sum, this research highlights the utility of dynamic time 
series modeling as a framework for studying body temperature change and lends novel insights into how stress 
may interact with infection to influence patterns of thermoregulation.   

1. Introduction 

In homeotherms, thermoregulation is a complex, dynamic process 
that involves coordination between multiple physiological systems to 
maintain core temperature within a homeostatic window (Angilletta 
et al., 2010; Jessen, 2012). Thermoreceptors in the skin, viscera, and 
central nervous system are responsible for monitoring internal and 
ambient temperatures. This information is relayed to the brain, namely 
the preoptic area (POA) of the hypothalamus, which triggers a series of 
physiological and behavioral shifts to combat current (i.e., deviations 
from normal internal temperature) or expected (i.e., ambient conditions 
above or below normal internal temperature) thermal challenges 
(Gagge, 2011; Ravanelli et al., 2019; Rezende and Bacigalupe, 2015). 
For example, defenses against excessive heat include autonomic re-
sponses to facilitate heat loss, such as elevated cardiac output, vasodi-
lation, and sweating, as well as motivation to seek out cooler 

environments. On the contrary, responses to excessive cold include 
brown adipose tissue thermogenesis (although not for all homeotherms), 
vasoconstriction, and behavioral outputs like shivering or seeking out 
heat, each of which function to increase core temperature or minimize 
heat loss (Angilletta et al., 2010; Jessen, 2012; Gagge, 2011; Ravanelli 
et al., 2019; Rezende and Bacigalupe, 2015). 

While humans’ normothermic range is approximately 96.31–99.97◦F 
(35.73–37.76 ◦C; (Geneva et al., 20192019), higher or lower levels are 
often temporarily maintained in response to certain internal and envi-
ronmental stressors (Ramsay and Woods, 2014; Verburg-van Kemenade 
et al., 2017). Perhaps the most well-described example of these allostatic 
temperature shifts is the febrile response (Biddle, 2006; GENSINI and 
CONTI, 2004). When infection is detected, macrophages and other 
sentinel cells release pyrogenic cytokines, such as interleukin-1 beta (IL- 
1β), IL-6, and tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α), that induce the 
production of prostaglandins (namely PGE2) in the hypothalamus. In 
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turn, PGE2 acts on neurons in the POA to raise the body’s temperature 
set point, triggering the aforementioned constellation of autonomic, 
endocrine, and behavioral mechanisms that together promote heat 
generation and minimize heat loss (BLATTEIS and SEHIC, 1998; Coif-
fard et al., 2021; Saper and Breder, 1992;93:419–28). Several studies 
have found that fever serves important adaptive functions by enhancing 
the effectiveness of immune responses (Evans et al., 2015), mitigating 
damage to host tissues (Schieber et al., 2016), and limiting the infec-
tivity of certain pathogens (Small et al., 1986). 

In the context of infection, the architecture of natural, temporal 
fluctuations in temperature also tends to change (Harding et al., 2019; 
Heller et al., 2011; Refinetti and Menaker, 1992; Geneva and Javaid, 
2020; Huitron-Resendiz et al., 2007; Zhuang et al., 2017). For example, 
the circadian phase position (time of temperature peak) is often shifted 
in patients admitted to the intensive care unit with an infection (Coiffard 
et al., 2021). Moreover, recent research suggests that the shape and 
magnitude of these temporal deviations convey information about the 
type of infection (Cuesta-Frau et al.,) and may even provide prognostic 
information about morbidity and mortality (Drewry et al., 2013). In 
other words, analyzing temporal patterns of temperature change, in 
addition to merely monitoring absolute values, holds promise to enrich 
understanding of the body’s response to infectious pathogens. For 
instance, one study found that abnormally large swings in daily body 
temperature were predictive of sepsis diagnosis in afebrile patients 
admitted to an intensive care unit (Drewry et al., 2013). 

Despite these recent advancements, little is known about whether 
factors like psychological stress impact the temporal dynamics of fever, 
and if so, the biological mechanisms through which this occurs. For 
example, the autonomic nervous system plays key roles in both ther-
moregulation (Angilletta et al., 2010; Jessen, 2012) and the body’s 
response to stress (Ziegler et al., 2012). Additionally, catecholamine 
receptors are found on several leukocyte subsets where they regulate the 
release of cytokines, including pyrogens involved in coordinating the 
febrile response (Mills et al., 1998; Szelenyi and Vizi, 2007). Accord-
ingly, it is possible that stress-induced shifts in autonomic activity in-
fluence body temperature changes during infection. Glucocorticoids 
(such as cortisol) might also mediate relationships between stress and 
the febrile response given their potent immunomodulatory properties 
(Riccardi et al., 2002) and importance for energy mobilization (Kuo 
et al., 2016). The latter possibility is particularly compelling given the 
steep energetic costs of even small increases in core temperature (Barr 
et al., 1922; Elia, 1992; Muehlenbein et al., 2010). 

In the current project, we sought to characterize within-person dy-
namics of body temperature change following an experimental respi-
ratory virus challenge and examine how these shifts relate to symptom 
severity, levels of inflammation (i.e., nasal cytokines), and other features 
of illness. We also explored whether pre-challenge levels of stress hor-
mones (urinary catecholamines and salivary cortisol) influenced tem-
perature change throughout infection. To estimate a comprehensive set 
of parameters that model the degree and pattern of variation in body 
temperature over time, we utilized the recently developed framework of 
dynamic structural equation modeling (DSEM) (Asparouhov et al., 
2018). Such an approach is particularly powerful when analyzing 
intensive longitudinal data with a large number of within-individual 
measurements (e.g., time series modeling) for which the majority of 
individuals’ time-varying scores do not conform to a common linear, or 
even non-linear (e.g., quadratic), trajectory of change. In addition to 
modeling individuals’ average and peak temperatures, this technique 
allowed us to examine aspects of time-dependent variation, such as 
autoregressive relationships and residual variance thereof, that are not 
represented in the estimation of random intercepts and slopes as is 
commonly employed when analyzing longitudinal biological data 
(Harrison et al., 2018). 

2. Methods 

2.1. Procedure 

All data were collected as part of the Common Cold Project (CCP) by 
the Laboratory for the Study of Stress, Immunity, and Disease (2016) at 
Carnegie Mellon University under the directorship of Sheldon Cohen, 
Ph.D. Deidentified data are publicly available via the CCP website 
(www.commoncoldproject.com; grant number NCCIH AT006694). The 
measures used for this study were part of the aggregated dataset, which 
included combined data from all five studies of the CCP: (1) the British 
Cold Study (conducted between 1986 and 1989, n = 399), (2) the 
Pittsburgh Cold Study 1 (PCS 1; conducted between 1993 and 1996, n =
276), (3) the Pittsburgh Cold Study 2 (PCS 2; conducted between 1997 
and 2001, n = 334), (4) the Pittsburgh Mind-Body Center Study (PMBC; 
conducted between 2000 and 2004, n = 193), and (5) the Pittsburgh 
Cold Study 3 (PCS 3; conducted between 2007 and 2011, n = 213). 
However, some of the variables included in the analyses were not 
measured in every participant (e.g., subjective symptoms of cold, 
serology). Accordingly, we list the sample size for each measure used in 
the current analyses in Table S1. 

All studies included in the CCP were prospective viral-challenge 
studies that involved exposing participants via nasal drops to one of 
nine viruses responsible for the common cold. These viruses included: 
(1) rhinovirus (RV) type 2 (n = 86), (2) RV9 (n = 126), (3) RV14 (n =
92), (4) RV23 (n = 106), (5) RV39 (n = 743), (6) coronavirus 229E 
(CV229E; n = 55), (7) respiratory syncytial virus (RSV, n = 40), (8) RV 
strain Hanks (n = 129), and (9) influenza A (n = 38). Following expo-
sure, participants were kept in quarantine for 5–6 days (depending on 
the study), during which the development and course of upper respi-
ratory infections were monitored. In addition, a wide range of de-
mographic, health, psychobehavioral, and biological measures were 
collected prior to, during, and after quarantine. For reference, the 
timeline for collection of key variables included in the current research 
is displayed in Table S1. 

2.2. Participants 

The aggregated CCP data include a combined sample size of 1,415 
participants (655 men, 760 women; Mage = 31.57 years, SD = 10.48). 
Additional characteristics of the samples for each study have been 
published elsewhere (Cohen et al., 2006; Cohen et al., 2012; Doyle et al., 
2010) (see www.commoncoldproject.com for the full list of publica-
tions). Volunteers in each study underwent extensive screening, and 
only those meeting the following criteria were eligible to participate: 1) 
proficient in the English language, 2) in good general health as deter-
mined by physical examination and medical history, 3) non-pregnant or 
lactating (females), 4) not taking regular medications, and 5) free of 
recent illness. Volunteers received monetary compensation in exchange 
for completing full study protocols. Informed consent was collected 
prior to participation; all studies received institutional review board 
approval. 

2.3. Materials 

2.3.1. Assessment of infection 
All five studies determined infection status based on previously 

described criteria (Gwaltney et al., 1989). Specifically, infection was 
confirmed if either the challenge virus was recovered in a participant’s 
nasal secretions on any post-challenge quarantine day, or a four-fold 
increase in serum challenge virus-specific titers was observed 28 days 
later. 

2.3.2. Body temperature 
In all five studies, body temperature was measured pre-challenge 

throughout the first day of quarantine (Q), as well as throughout each 
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subsequent day of quarantine, using an oral digital thermometer (BCS, 
PCS 1; IVAC, San Diego, CA) or electronic ear thermometer (PCS 2, PCS 
3, PMBC; Braun Thermoscan 6021, WelchAllyn). Temperatures were 
recorded in the morning (6:00–8:00 AM) and afternoon (12:00–4:00 
PM) each day. In PCS 2, PCS 3, and PMBC, a third measurement was 
taken in the evening (7:00–9:00 PM). Further, while data for days 
Q0–Q5 were available for all studies, data for Q6–Q8 were only included 
in a subset of the studies. To minimize the amount of missing data that 
may compromise reliable estimation of the primary model’s key pa-
rameters, we only analyzed morning and afternoon data for Q0–Q5, as 
these data were included in every study. All temperature data were 
converted to Fahrenheit prior to data analysis. 

2.3.3. Pre- and post-challenge antibody levels 
The methods for determining challenge virus-specific antibodies 

differed between the BCS and remaining studies. For the BCS, serum was 
separated from participants’ whole blood collected 1–2 days prior to the 
viral challenge, as well as 28 days after the challenge, and assayed for 
levels of virus-specific immunoglobulin A (IgA) and immunoglobulin G 
(IgG) using enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs). The pro-
tocols for determining circulating antibody levels to the challenge virus 
also differed between the RVs included in this particular study (Barclay 
and Al-Nakib, 1987; Al-Nakib et al., 1988). However, in both cases, 
sample assay values were corrected for dilution and control values, and 
then categorized as quantitative titers based on optical density values: <
1:2, 1:2 or < 1:4, 1:4 or < 1:8, 1:8 or < 1:16, 1:16 or > 1:16, 1:32, and 
1:64. A full description of the methods can be found on the Common 
Cold Project website. 

For the remaining studies, serum antibody levels to the challenge 
virus were determined using microtiter neutralization assays for rhino-
virus (Al-Nakib et al., 1988) and a hemagglutination inhibition assay 
(Lennette and Schmidt, 1979) for influenza A. For PCS 1, pre-challenge 
antibody levels were assayed from samples collected one week prior to 
quarantine, while samples were collected 60 days or 3–5 days before 
quarantine for PCS 2 and PCS 3, respectively. For the PMBC, pre- 
challenge samples were collected on the first day of quarantine, prior 
to inoculation with the virus. For the BCS, post-challenge whole blood 
samples were collected 28 days after inoculation, and data were reduced 
to the same quantitative titer range based on serial dilution. Given the 
numerous differences in protocols between studies and challenge vi-
ruses, we controlled for both study and type of virus in the present 
analyses. 

2.3.4. Mucus weight 
For PCS 1, PCS 2, PMBC, and PCS 3, mucus weight was measured as a 

quantitative, objective symptom of cold. Each day of quarantine, par-
ticipants expelled nasal secretions into pre-weighed tissue paper and 
sealed them in plastic bags. In the evening, research staff collected the 
bags containing these tissues and weighed them again. Adjusted daily 
mucus production was calculated by subtracting the baseline weight of 
the tissues from the total weight at the end of the day. For the current 
study, total mucus weight (g) was computed as the sum of adjusted 
mucus weights from all days of quarantine. 

2.3.5. Viral shedding 
For all CCP studies, daily nasal wash samples were assayed for the 

presence of the challenge virus (and non-challenge rhinovirus strains on 
Q0-Q1 for PCS 1–3). The presence of RVs and CV229E were confirmed 
by neuralization tests (Al-Nakib et al., 1989), RSV was confirmed 
through immunofluorescent staining of target cells (McQuillin and 
Gardner, 1968), and influenza A was confirmed by a hemagglutination 
inhibition assay (Tobita et al., 1975). The variable used in the present 
study was the total number of days that the challenge virus was detected 
in a participant’s nasal wash. 

2.3.6. Self-reported symptoms of cold 
To measure subjective symptoms of cold in the four most recent 

studies, participants rated the severity of eight physical manifestations 
of cold-related illness (0 = lowest severity, 32 = highest severity), 
including nasal congestion, sneezing, runny nose, sore throat, cough, 
headache, chills, and malaise (Jackson et al., 1958). The pre-challenge 
severity rating was subtracted from each daily rating to compute an 
adjusted symptom score; scores across quarantine days were summed to 
create a total symptom severity variable. 

2.3.7. Nasal cytokine response 
In PCS 1, PCS 2, PMBC, and PCS 3, the nasal wash samples described 

above were assayed in duplicate for levels of several cytokines using 
ELISAs (PCS 1, PCS 2, PCS 3) or multiplex technology (PMBC). See the 
Common Cold Project website for manufacturer information. In the 
aggregated dataset used for the current research, data were available for 
levels of IL-1β, IL-6, IL-8, TNF-α, and interferon-alpha (IFN-α). 

In PCS 1, nasal wash samples were assayed only for IL-8. All assays 
were conducted at the Immunologic Monitoring and Cellular Products 
Laboratory (IMCPL) at the University of Pittsburgh Cancer Institute. The 
institute has internal standards for assay sensitivity and reliability. 
Accordingly, inter-and intra-assay coefficients of variation were not 
reported with the public data. The CCP researchers computed the area 
under the curve (AUC) values for levels of each cytokine across the study 
period. Given the nature of the computation, these values are only 
available for participants without missing data. Some of the correlations 
between cytokine AUCs were very high (Pearson’s r > 0.95). Accord-
ingly, we modeled these cytokines together as a latent factor to avoid 
multicollinearity in the regression analysis. Latent factors are used to 
mathematically model unobserved constructs represented, or “indi-
cated”, indirectly by multiple observed variables that are related 
(Muthén, 2002). In this case, levels of the five different cytokines 
together represent the overall construct of inflammation, which itself 
cannot be observed directly. The extent to which each observed variable 
is related to the overall latent factor is typically determined by a stan-
dardized factor loading representing coefficients from the regression of 
the observed variable on the construct overall. Any composite measure 
of a scale or set of variables can be thought of as a latent factor. For 
example, computing a mean composite of related items from a validated 
scale yields a latent variable with perfect and equal factor loadings 
across observed variables and residual variances of 0. In other words, 
variance in each item is assumed to be completely explained by the 
composite measure. Conversely, the advantage of the latent variable 
modeling framework employed here is that variability in factor loadings 
and error are included as part of the model. 

2.3.8. Salivary cortisol levels 
Salivary cortisol data were available for PCS 2, PMBC, and PCS 3. A 

detailed description of saliva collection protocols is available on the 
Common Cold Project website. For PCS 2, 11 saliva samples were 
collected on each of the two days preceding viral challenge, starting 
immediately upon waking and ending 16 h later. Participants in this 
study provided an additional 14 samples on Q0. The collection protocol 
for PMBC and PCS 3 resembled PCS 2; however, only seven saliva 
samples were collected on each of the two days prior to quarantine 
(starting one hour after awakening and ending 11 h later), and eight 
samples were collected on Q0. The aggregated CCP dataset only includes 
PCS 2 data from time points that match the subsequent studies in order 
to establish equivalence. 

Saliva samples for PMBC were assayed in duplicate for cortisol levels 
using commercially available ELISAs. CCP researchers reported that 
correlations between original and repeat samples exceeded r = 0.96, and 
average intra-assay CVs were 4%. Saliva samples for PCS 2 and PCS 3 
were assayed in duplicate using time-resolved fluorescence with a 
cortisol-biotin conjugate as a tracer (Dressendörfer et al., 1992). Intra- 
and inter-assay CVs were<12%. Similar to the nasal wash cytokine level 
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data, AUC values were calculated for each day of saliva collection for 
participants without missing data. For the present study, we used 
cortisol AUC values for saliva collected on Q0, the same day temperature 
was first monitored. 

2.3.9. Urinary catecholamine levels 
For PCS 1, PCS 2, and PMBC, 24-hour urine samples were collected 

during the first day of quarantine. An additional 24-hour sample was 
collected prior to quarantine for participants in PCS 2 and PMBC. Urine 
samples were later assayed for levels of norepinephrine, epinephrine, 
and dopamine using high-performance liquid chromatography with re-
ported inter-assay CVs below 4%. Creatinine was measured to correct for 
daily urine excretion. The variables analyzed in the present study were 
24-hour urinary levels of each catecholamine (mcg) divided by creati-
nine levels (mg). For participants with two samples, the variables 
analyzed were the average of the two values. Levels of the three cate-
cholamines were highly correlated (Pearson’s rs: 0.77-0.92). Accord-
ingly, we modeled these together as a latent factor representing urinary 
catecholamine output. 

2.3.10. Covariates 
A number of demographic, health, behavioral, and environmental 

variables were included in the present analyses that may be associated 
with the dynamics of individuals’ body temperature changes in the 
context of a viral challenge. These included body mass index (BMI), age, 
sex, race/ethnicity, subjective socioeconomic status (SES) in the local 
community, parents’ level of education (i.e., as an estimate of childhood 
SES; mean of both parents), smoking status, physically active (times per 
week), sleep duration and efficiency (Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index; 
(Buysse et al., 1989), and season of trial. 

2.4. Data analysis plan 

All models were estimated using MPlus statistical software (Muthén, 
2010). Missing data (see Table S1 for variable-specific n) were handled 
using maximum likelihood estimation. All available data were included 
in the analyses. As is common for biological data, the mucus weight, 
subjective symptoms, cytokine, cortisol, and catecholamine data were 
all positively skewed. However, credibility intervals—interpreted in a 
similar fashion as confidence intervals—were generated by Bayesian 
estimation for each effect; these intervals do not require normal 
parameter distributions (see below for more information) (Muthén, 
2010). Accordingly, variables were not transformed as leaving them 
with their observed distributions was unlikely to bias parameter esti-
mation and yielded adequate model fit (as indicated by posterior pre-
dictive checking) (Muthén, 2010). 

DSEM is a fusion of time series modeling, structural equation 
modeling, time-varying effects modeling, and multilevel modeling that 
combines aspects of each technique into a single framework (Aspar-
ouhov et al., 2018). Specifically, observed scores are decomposed into a 
temporally invariant, person-specific mean (µ; between-individual 
portion of the model), as well as an individual’s deviation from their 
unique mean at a given time point (within-individual portion of the 
model). At the within-individual portion of the model, autoregressive 
effects are estimated by regressing within-person-centered scores at a 
given occasion (scoret) on the previous occasion’s score (scoret-1) and/or 
additional prior scores (e.g., scoret-2, scoret-3, etc.). The omnibus effect of 
these autoregressive regression coefficients (ϕ) is modeled at the 
between-person level as a random slope (i.e., that varies between in-
dividuals). The ϕ parameter is often interpreted as the degree of carry- 
over or inertia from one occasion to the next, as it captures the extent 
to which deviation at a given occasion predicts deviation at the next 
occasion(s). For example, a high ϕ parameter would indicate that if an 
individual’s score at t-1 was above their average, it is also more likely to 
be above average at t (i.e., compared to if ϕ was lower). 

The residual variance of the autoregressive effects (i.e., innovation 

variance) can also be allowed to differ across individuals such that a 
third random parameter is estimated at the between-person level, the 
random innovation variance (log[σ2], computed as the log of the vari-
ance). The random innovation variance term simply represents the 
variability in a score at a given occasion that is not explained by the 
previous occasion’s score (or occasions’ depending on how the autore-
gressive effects are specified). As such, it can be considered to represent 
volatility or reactivity. 

See Fig. 1 for the decomposition of DSEM model parameters. In the 
current study, we analyzed body temperature data collected in the 
morning and afternoon on six consecutive days. Due to normal diurnal 
fluctuations in body temperature (Harding et al., 2019; Heller et al., 
2011; Refinetti and Menaker, 1992), it is likely that an individual’s 
temperature at a given occasion is related to the temperature at the same 
time on the previous day (t-2), in addition to the previous measurement 
(t-1). Accordingly, we included separate autoregressive parameters for 
each pattern, henceforth referred to as Φ(1) for the relationship between 
a score and the previous score at t-1, and Φ(2) for the relationship be-
tween a score and the previous score at t-2 (i.e., at the same time the 
previous day). In addition to these autoregressive parameters, in-
dividuals’ mean temperatures, and the random innovation variance, we 
also computed variables representing the peak temperature across the 
study period, as well as the day that peak occurred. 

In the first iteration of the DSEM model, no between-level predictors 
were included. We used the results of this null model when exporting 
estimates of key parameters (specifically the mean estimate of the pos-
terior distribution). In MPlus, a Bayesian framework is used to estimate 
DSEM models (Muthén, 2010), which employs a Markov Chain Monte 
Carlo algorithm with the option of a user-specified iteration number. 
Posterior parameter distributions are generated with means, medians, 
modes, and credibility intervals, as well as one-tailed p values. Per 
convention, we specified a minimum of 5,000 iterations and considered 
effects statistically significant only if the credibility intervals did not 
contain 0 (Asparouhov et al., 2018; Buysse et al., 1989; Muthén, 2010). 

After estimating the null model, we included whether the participant 
became infected with the challenge virus as a between-level predictor of 
each parameter (see “Difference” column of Table 1 for results). We also 
examined whether these parameters differed by the type of challenge 
virus used (see Table S2 and Figure S1 for results by challenge virus). 
Upon exporting estimates of parameter values for each individual, we 
tested a series of regression models to examine relationships among 
temporal dynamics of body temperature in those infected with the 
challenge virus and objective/subjective symptoms, inflammation, and 
stress hormones. Separate models were tested for each construct due to 
missing data patterns attributable to differences in which variables were 
collected in each study of the CCP. Follow-up analyses controlled for the 
aforementioned covariates (see Table S3 for relationships between 
temperature and covariates; see Table S4 for results of secondary models 
controlling for covariates). The pattern of results was generally un-
changed when controlling for covariates Table 2. 

3. Results 

Throughout the results section, b refers to unstandardized regression 
coefficients and β refers to standardized coefficients. CIs refer to credi-
bility intervals for the effect generated by Bayesian estimation and can 
be interpreted in the same fashion as confidence intervals. Specifically, 
effects were considered significant only if the Cis did not contain 0. 
Mean temperatures are denoted by µ throughout the results section. Φ 
refers to omnibus autoregressive effects aggregated across time points; 
the regression of temperature scores at t on scores at t-1 is denoted Φ(1) 
and the regression of scores at t on scores at t-2 (same time on previous 
day) is denoted Φ(2). These autoregressive effects can be interpreted as 
the strength of relationships between changes to temperatures measured 
closely in time. The random innovation variance is represented by log 
(σ2); this parameter refers to residual variance not explained by the 
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autoregressive effects and can be interpreted as volatility or reactivity. 
As is shown in Fig. 2, the two autoregressive parameters (Φ) each 

impact temperature stability, but the resulting pattern is highly depen-
dent on the random innovation variance (log[σ2]). For example, the blue 
line has a high Φ(2) parameter (regression of temperature on value 
measured at the same time on the previous day), and because log(σ2) is 
low, there is a clear diurnal rhythm. With the gray line, the relative 
decrease in log(σ2) and Φ(2), along with a small increase in Φ(1) 
(regression of temperature on previous measurement), yields a more 
consistent, flat pattern than the blue line. The yellow and orange lines 
each have higher log(σ2), which is reflected in the more dramatic fluc-
tuations over time. This is particularly evident in the pattern of the 
yellow line as the participant’s body temperature elevates to the febrile 
range on Day 2 and then falls back down to a more stable baseline for the 
remainder of the study. 

3.1. Impact of infection on body temperature dynamics 

As shown in Table 1, body temperature tended to peak between Day 
2 and Day 3 of quarantine, and this result did not differ based on 
whether or not the participant met the criteria for infection (b = 0.14, 
CIs = [-0.08, 0.41]). Overall, the viral challenge did not elicit an intense 
febrile response, which is typical for the common cold. Only 29.5% and 
0.3% of participants who did not meet the criteria for infection exhibited 
any temperature above 98.6◦F (37 ◦C) or 100.4◦F (38 ◦C), respectively. 
On the other hand, 37.0% of those meeting the criteria for infection had 
a body temperature above 98.6◦F (37 ◦C), and 0.8% had a temperature 
above 100.4◦F (38 ◦C). 

As is reported in Table 1 and displayed visually in Fig. 3, mean 
temperatures (µ) were slightly higher for those experiencing infection 
(97.38◦F; 36.32 ◦C) compared to those who did not meet these criteria 

(97.11◦F; 36.17 ◦C) (b = 0.24, CIs = [0.11, 0.36]). Similar results were 
found for peak temperatures (not infected: 98.13◦F; 36.74 ◦C, infected: 
98.38◦F; 36.88 ◦C) (b = 0.24, CIs = [0.14, 0.35]). Results revealed that 
the autoregressive parameter estimates were much higher for the rela-
tionship between temperatures taken at the same time of day (Φ[2] 
relative to the prior measurement (Φ[1]), suggesting strong effects of 
diurnal rhythms. Both of these autoregressive parameters were higher 
for those not infected than those infected (Φ (1): b = -0.06, CIs = [-0.10, 
− 0.01]; Φ (2): b = -0.05, CIs = [-0.10, − 0.003]), indicating that infec-
tion was associated with less consistency across temperature measure-
ments close together in time. There were no significant differences 
between these two groups in temperature volatility, which is reflected in 
the random innovation variance term (b = -0.03, CIs = [-0.13, 0.07]). In 
sum, in the context of infection, higher mean and peak temperatures 
were observed, but the extent to which one temperature value predicted 
the next was attenuated. 

3.2. Relationships between body temperature dynamics and symptoms 

Results of regression analyses are displayed in Table 3; significant 
effects as determined by credibility intervals are accompanied by an 
asterisk in the table. Results revealed that subjective symptoms did not 
appear to be related to any of the body temperature parameters (µ: β =
0.16, CIs = [-0.10, 0.33]; Φ[1]: β = 0.07, CIs = [− 0.01, 0.16]; Φ[2]: β =
0.02, CIs = [-0.10, 0.13]; log(σ2): β = 0.14, CIs = [-0.06, 0.32]; peak 
temperature: β = -0.03, CIs = [− 0.15, 0.08]). However, it is worth 
noting that the overwhelming majority of patients never reached febrile 
temperatures, and in general, few experienced intense symptoms. 
Accordingly, it is possible that synchrony between body temperature 
and symptoms would emerge in the context of more severe illness. 

Higher baseline virus-specific antibody titers were associated with 

Fig. 1. Illustration of dynamic structural 
equation model decomposition. At level 1 
(within-participant), temperature (t) is 
regressed on the previous temperature (t-1) 
and the measurement at the same time on the 
previous day (t-2). These parameters are 
modeled as random effects at level 2 (be-
tween-participants) as indicated by black 
circles; the residual variances after account-
ing for these effects are also modeled at level 
2 as a random innovation term. This results 
in four key parameters: participants’ mean 
temperature across quarantine (µ), the two 
autoregressive parameters (ϕ), and the 
random innovation variance log(σ2).   

Table 1 
Impact of Infection on Body Temperature Dynamics.   

Not Infected(n ¼ 302; 21.34%) Infected(n ¼ 1113; 78.66%) Difference 

Parameter Estimate Posterior 
SD 

Lower 
CI 

Upper 
CI 

Estimate Posterior 
SD 

Lower 
CI 

Upper 
CI 

Estimate Posterior 
SD 

Lower 
CI 

Upper 
CI 

Mean (◦F)  97.11  0.06  96.99  97.23  97.38  0.03  97.32  97.44  0.24*  0.06  0.11  0.36 
Φ(1)  0.11  0.03  0.06  0.16  0.06  0.02  0.03  0.09  − 0.06*  0.02  − 0.10  − 0.01 
Φ(2)  0.49  0.03  0.44  0.54  0.44  0.02  0.41  0.47  − 0.05*  0.03  − 0.10  − 0.003 
log(σ2)  − 0.87  0.05  − 0.97  − 0.78  − 0.90  0.02  − 0.94  − 0.85  − 0.03  0.05  − 0.13  0.07 
Peak (◦F)  98.13  0.05  98.03  98.23  98.38  0.03  98.32  98.43  0.24*  0.06  0.14  0.35 
Day Peak  2.74  0.11  2.53  2.92  2.88  0.06  2.77  2.97  0.14  0.12  − 0.08  0.41  
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lower peak (β = -0.07, CIs = [-0.13, − 0.01]) and average temperatures 
(µ: β = -0.06, CIs = [-0.12, − 0.002]), but not other temperature pa-
rameters (Φ[1]: β = 0.04, CIs = [-0.02, 0.10]; Φ[2]: β = 0.03, CIs =
[-0.03, 0.09]; log(σ2): β = 0.01, CIs = [-0.05, 0.07]). This may indicate 
that individuals’ pre-existing humoral immunity attenuated the thermal 
response to infection, resulting in lower average temperatures 
(compared to those with lower baseline antibodies). For the most part, 
body temperature parameters were not related to post-challenge anti-
body titers (µ: β = -0.09, CIs = [-0.25, 0.09]; Φ[1]: β = -0.01, CIs =
[-0.08, 0.07]; Φ[2]: β = -0.03, CIs = [-0.13, 0.06]; peak temperature: β 
= 0.02, CIs = [-0.09, 0.13]). However, lower random innovation vari-
ance was associated with higher post-challenge titers (log(σ2): β = -0.18, 
CIs = [-0.34, − 0.01]). In other words, less temperature volatility during 
the study period predicted higher levels of challenge virus-specific an-
tibodies after the study. This effect, however, became non-significant 
when controlling for covariates (see Table S4). 

While no significant relationships between viral shedding and body 
temperature emerged (µ: β = 0.13, CIs = [-0.08, 0.32]; Φ[1]: β = -0.06, 
CIs = [-0.14, 0.01]; Φ[2]: β = 0.06, CIs = [-0.05, 0.14]; log(σ2): β =
0.14, CIs = [-0.06, 0.32]; peak temperature: β = 0.08, CIs = [-0.03, 
0.19]), a higher Φ(1) parameter was associated with greater mucus 
production (β = 0.12, CIs = [0.04, 0.21]). This suggests that consistency 
in temperatures close in time was related to sustained production of 
mucus. However, it is unclear why this pattern of results emerged and 
mucus production was not related to other temperature parameters (µ: β 
= 0.14, CIs = [-0.07, 0.32]; Φ[2]: β = -0.03, CIs = [-0.14, 0.08]; log(σ2): 
β = 0.10, CIs = [-0.11, 0.29]; peak temperature: β = 0.08, CIs = [-0.03, 
0.19]). 

3.3. Relationships between body temperature dynamics and nasal 
cytokines 

Results revealed moderate to strong factor loadings for the latent 
inflammation factor (IFN-α: β = 0.99, IL-1β: β = 0.90, TNF-α: β = 0.87, 
IL-8: β = 0.99, IL-6: β = 0.53; all CIs indicated statistical significance). As 
is shown in Table 3, higher levels of nasal cytokines were associated with 
lower peak (β = -0.16, CIs = [-0.23, − 0.10]) and mean temperatures (β 
= -0.14, CIs = [-0.22, − 0.05]) in subjects meeting the criteria for 
infection. Moreover, higher levels of nasal inflammation were also 
associated with stronger autoregressive effects (or temporal stability) 
(Φ[1]: β = 0.13, CIs = [0.06, 0.21]; Φ[2]: β = 0.14, CIs = [0.06, 0.22]), 
but not residual dynamic error (β = 0.05, CIs = [-0.06, 0.14]). In other 
words, as levels of inflammation increased, so did the strength of re-
lationships between subsequent temperature measurements. Together, 
these results suggest that elevated nasal inflammation in the context of 
the common cold corresponds to lower, more consistent body temper-
atures across time. 

3.4. Relationships between body temperature dynamics and stress 
hormones 

Strong factor loadings were observed for the latent urinary cate-
cholamine factor (epinephrine: β = 0.92, norepinephrine: β = 0.99, 
dopamine: β = 0.92; all CIs indicated statistical significance). Results 
revealed that baseline sympathetic nervous system and hypothal-
amic–pituitaryadrenal axis activity had differential impacts on temper-
ature parameters. Specifically, as is shown in Table 3, higher levels of 
salivary cortisol over the course of the first day of quarantine were 
associated with higher mean (β = 0.14, CIs = [0.04, 0.25]) and peak 
temperatures (β = 0.15, CIs = [0.04, 0.25]), as well as weaker autore-
gressive effects (or temporal stability) (Φ[1]: β = -0.20, CIs = [-0.30, 
− 0.09]; Φ[2]: β = -0.14, CIs = [-0.25, − 0.03]), but not residual dynamic 
error (β = -0.05, CIs = [-0.16, 0.07]). On the contrary, greater urinary 
catecholamine output was related to lower mean (β = -0.42, CIs =
[-0.55, − 0.29]) and peak temperatures (β = -0.30, CIs = [-0.45, − 0.17]), 
higher Φ(1) (β = 0.24, CIs = [0.09, 0.43]), and greater residual dynamic Ta
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error (β = 0.36, CIs = [0.22, 0.49]). In other words, higher levels of 
cortisol predicted higher temperatures with low consistency from one 
measurement to the next. On the other hand, higher levels of catechol-
amines predicted lower temperatures, with strong relationships between 
successive measurements and a large amount of residual variance un-
accounted for by these relationships. Together, these findings reveal 
complex interactions between stress hormones and body temperature 
during the common cold that may reflect intricate processes of energy 
regulation and thermogenesis in this context. We discuss possible ex-
planations for these results in the Discussion. 

Follow-up models involved repeating the analyses while controlling 
for a variety of demographic and health variables (see Method section 
for full list). Overall, the pattern of results was largely unchanged when 
controlling for these covariates. Relationships between temperature 
dynamics and covariates are displayed in Table S3; see Table S4 for 

results of follow-up models controlling for covariates. 

4. Discussion 

The current research utilized a DSEM framework to explore links 
between temporal dynamics of body temperature change following an 
experimental respiratory virus challenge, inflammation, and other fea-
tures of infection. Further, we examined how these temperature dy-
namics, including mean temperature, peak temperature, autoregressive 
parameters, and residual variance, were influenced by individual dif-
ferences in levels of stress hormones (i.e., salivary cortisol and urinary 
catecholamine output). Results revealed that in addition to impacting 
absolute temperature values, infection also exerted effects on the 
strength of intra- and inter-day relationships. Specifically, those meeting 
the criteria for infection (compared to those who did not) exhibited 
higher mean and peak temperatures with less consistency between 
subsequent measurements and reduced diurnal regularity. Without data 
bearing directly on the mechanisms underlying these findings, caution 
should be exercised when interpreting them. However, the temporal 
instability that accompanies rising temperatures might reflect energy 
constraints that occur during infection. The innate immune response to 
acute infection bears tremendous energetic costs (Barr et al., 1922; Elia, 
1992; Muehlenbein et al., 2010), which may limit the body’s ability to 
efficiently regulate temperature in this context. 

The current project also yielded interesting, if not unexpected, 
findings regarding the relationship among temperature dynamics, 
inflammation, and stress hormones. First, higher levels of nasal proin-
flammatory cytokines were associated with lower, more consistent 
temperatures during the study. At face value, this is surprising given the 
pyrogenic nature of these cytokines (BLATTEIS and SEHIC, 1998; Coif-
fard et al., 2021; Saper and Breder, 1992;93:419–28). However, it is 
important to keep in mind that cytokine levels in nasal wash samples 
may not necessarily reflect systemic levels (Hayden et al., 1998). 
Moreover, it is possible that higher body temperature, within a healthy 
range, enhances the efficiency of the immune response, resulting in less 
inflammation and tissue damage in the upper respiratory tract (Evans 
et al., 2015; Schieber et al., 2016; Small et al., 1986). 

Also of interest was the contrasting effects that levels of salivary 
cortisol and urinary catecholamines had on temperature parameters. 
Specifically, higher cortisol levels on the first day of quarantine were 
related to higher, less temporally stable temperatures. This finding is 

Fig. 2. Real participant data demonstrating how changes in temperature parameters are reflected in temporal dynamics across six days of quarantine. ϕ refers to the 
autoregressive parameters of current temperature on the previous temperature (Φ[1] and the temperature at the same time the previous day (Φ[2], log(σ2) refers to 
the random innovation term reflecting residual variance unaccounted for by the autoregressive parameters. F = Fahrenheit, M = morning, A = afternoon. 

Fig. 3. Visual depiction of differences in temporal dynamics of body temper-
ature between those who did (red lines) and did not (blue lines) meet the 
criteria for infection across six days of quarantine. Bold line trajectories are 
based on group means. Faint lines reflect actual data from a random subset of 
five participants in each condition. F = Fahrenheit, M = morning, A = after-
noon. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the 
reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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consistent with the hypothesis that elevated glucocorticoid signaling at 
baseline increases the energetic resources available for heat generation 
(Kuo et al., 2016). However, less clear is why higher cortisol would be 
associated with less temperature consistency. One possibility is that this 
pattern is produced by a tug-of-war between catabolic and immuno-
regulatory features of glucocorticoids (Riccardi et al., 2002; Kuo et al., 
2016). That is, high levels of cortisol may increase the energy available 
for thermoregulation, but also exert suppressive effects on immune cells 
that release pyrogenic cytokines. A perhaps more likely possibility is 
that, in general, high temperatures are just usually less stable given the 
metabolic costs of heat generation (Muehlenbein et al., 2010). This 
latter explanation is supported by the finding that those infected tended 
to have higher, less consistent temperatures than those not infected by 
challenge viruses. 

On the other hand, higher catecholamine levels predicted lower 
temperatures with strong diurnal effects, but substantial residual vari-
ance (i.e., volatility or reactivity). This finding is unexpected given the 
effects of catecholamines on vasomotor responses that prevent heat 
dissipation (BLATTEIS and SEHIC, 1998; Coiffard et al., 2021; Saper and 
Breder, 1992;93:419–28). However, it is worth highlighting that the 24- 
hr urine collection took place on the first day of quarantine (with a 
second measurement pre-quarantine for some participants). Accord-
ingly, high values of catecholamines in this study represent higher 
baseline levels of these neurotransmitters in the periphery, as opposed to 
an infection-induced increase. While this is purely speculative, elevated 
catecholamines in the periphery could result in resistance to these 
neurotransmitters at target tissues. Other research has shown this can 
occur in adipose tissue, particularly in the context of inflammation 
(Mowers et al., 2013). Non-human animal research examining the 
impact of stress pre-exposure to subsequent generation of fever may lend 
further insights these findings (Hayden et al., 1998; Mowers et al., 
2013). Specifically, studies find that restraint stress pre-exposure at-
tenuates the febrile response to antigens like lipopolysaccharide. In the 
current research, higher baseline catecholamine levels may indicate 
greater stress which, in turn, could impair the thermic response to 
infection. 

As with any study, the current research has limitations that should be 
considered. First, temperature was only measured twice each day. This 
represents a major limitation, as it adds uncertainty to the estimation of 
autoregressive parameters, diurnal effects, and mean temperatures. 
Moreover, measurements closer in time would likely yield much stron-
ger autoregressive effects and minimize unexplained variance. Future 
studies would benefit from continuous temperature monitoring over the 
course of one or several days, which would also help ease sample size 
requirements for DSEM (Hecht and Zitzmann, 2021). Further, given the 
experimental design of the research, only viruses that cause mild illness 
could be used for ethical reasons. Additional research is needed to 
investigate whether the pattern of results found here generalize to those 
experiencing more severe illness, perhaps even in the context of COVID- 
19. Next, due to the timing of data collection and patterns of missing 
data, inflammation and stress hormones were modeled using AUC 
values. Accordingly, we could not compare the temporal dynamics of 
these variables to those of body temperature across the same period. 
Doing so with vector autoregressive or other multivariate time series 
models may offer key insights into the mechanisms underlying the ef-
fects observed here. 

Also important to consider is that there were several differences 
between CCP studies including, but not limited to, methods of temper-
ature sampling and the challenge viruses used. While we controlled for 
study number and challenge virus in all analyses, it is impossible to 
completely account for between-study variability statistically. Accord-
ingly, these results should be interpreted with due caution and consid-
ered in light of the differences between study methods reported in the 
Method section and differences between viruses shown in Table S2. The 
parameter estimates most likely to be affected by methodological het-
erogeneity are mean and peak temperatures, as oral and aural 

temperatures fluctuate between slightly different ranges. On the other 
hand, autoregressive and residual variance parameters should be less 
sensitive to temperature scale given that they are based on within- 
individual score regressions. However, even if the estimates of mean 
and peak temperatures are biased by methodological differences be-
tween studies, this does not necessarily skew the results of the primary 
statistical tests. For example, the significance of relationships between 
inflammation and mean temperatures does not depend on variable ab-
solute values, but rather on how relative changes to one variable impact 
relative changes to the other. 

As a final note, the current project demonstrates the utility of DSEM 
for studying time-dependent changes in biological variables. It is 
important to carefully consider the sample size and occasion number 
requirements before attempting to fit data to a DSEM model (or any time 
series model; (Hecht and Zitzmann, 2021). Nonetheless, when these 
requirements are met, DSEM and other dynamic models (e.g., slope 
entropy) (Cuesta-Frau et al.,) allow for estimating a comprehensive set 
of parameters that may better capture the reality of biological 
complexity and individual differences than some commonly used lon-
gitudinal models (Harrison et al., 2018; Pinheiro and Bates, 2000; 
Preacher et al., 2008). For example, in Fig. 3, the bold lines generated 
from time-specific group means clearly illustrate the differences be-
tween the two groups (i.e., not infected vs. infected) in average tem-
perature. However, the more transparent lines, which represent 
temperatures from a random subset of five participants who met the 
criteria for infection and five participants who did not, show that the 
patterns of group means are not generally consistent with actual par-
ticipants’ data. Depending on one’s research question, this may be 
important to consider before assuming that participants’ means 
converge on a common trajectory, as is often done in mixed-effects and 
growth curve modeling (Harrison et al., 2018; Pinheiro and Bates, 2000; 
Preacher et al., 2008), or even AUC computation (Lopez-Duran et al., 
2014). These approaches are very useful in many circumstances, and 
some are even employed in the current research. Moreover, many can be 
modified to obtain additional parameters (Lopez-Duran et al., 2014). 
However, as shown in Fig. 3, a large amount of information can be lost 
when individual variation is solely examined in the form of random 
intercepts and slopes, and error is treated as a nuisance rather than a 
possibly biologically meaningful parameter. 
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